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Festival Winds to Play Here; 
Concert to Open With Mozart 
The Festival Wind1 will perform rarely heard work• by Mozart, Handel, 
and Hadyn thl1 Sunday evening In Jewett. 
by Carolyn Fostu '69 Ralph Froelich and Albert Richmond 
Six wind instrument players, known will play French horns. 
as the Festival Winds, will appear in Respedecl P~erw 
Jewett Auditorium at 8 p.m. this Mr. Kaplan, a member of the 
Sunday to perform works rarely faculty of the Juilliard School of 
heard today. Music, founded the New York cham-
Two Mozart "Divcrtimenti," one bcr soloists and has appeared as solo-
in the key of F and one in E ftat isl at New York's Philharmonic Hall 
major, respectively will open and and the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
close the program. Paul Hume of the Mr. Roseman recently toured the Far 
Washington Post describes them as East for the State Department's Of-
"sparkling models of the easy, songful fice of Cultural Presentations. 
style of sociable music of the mid- Mr. Newman is equally at home in 
18th century ... lyrical flights in- the 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries on 
tended to entertain in the most grace- the bassoon and in 15th, 16th, and 
ful manner." The group will also 17th centuries on the recorder. All 
play a Mozart sonata for horns. the Festival Winds give frequent solo 
Rhythm and Elegance I performances with New York City's 
\fr. Hume praised two Handel arias major chamber orchestras. 
for ot>oc~. horn~. and bassoon as I The Festival Winds was formed in 
"wonderful music, both in its rhythms 1958 from a wind quintet, altered to 
and the elegance of its designs." The perform concerts with piano, harpsi-
program will also include Hadyn's chord, and various woodwind com-
"P.1rtita in F Major" and a "Boismor- binations requiring from three to 
lier Sonata" for bassoons. eleven members. The group has been 
\klvin Kaplan and Ronald Rose- honored for the past six seasons with 
man will play oboes; Morris Newman requests to perform at the Library of 
and Lester Cantor will play bassoons: Congress. 
Pulitzer Prize Poet to Read From Works 
Richard Ebel'hart 
Rtchard Ebet1lart., 1966 Pulitzer 
Prize winner for poetry, will read 
from his work Mon., Jan. 23, at 4: 15 
in the Pope Room. 
Mr. Eberhart's long and di.stin-
gui5tled career as a poet bas been 
filled with honors. He was co-winner 
ol t.he Hollingen Prize in 1962, a!ld 
Jlas .also received the Harriet Mon· 
roe Memorial Prize, the Shelley Me-
morial Prize <for "poetic genius" ) 
:md a grant from the National Insti-
tute o! Arts and Letters. His first 
volume. A Bravery of Eartb, ap-
peared in 1930; his mo.st recent < 1965> 
was a collection ol Selected Poems, 
1930-1965. ~ween these two books, 
several other collections of verse e!Xi 
\'l'l'Se plays have been issued. 1bis 
spring yet another volume, Thirty-
One Sonnets, will appear. 
Tutor to a Prince 
TIM? poet's otticr occupations range 
from tutoring the son of the King of 
Siam <during the early thirties> to 
acting as a!l executive of the Butcher 
Polish Company in Bostoo after the 
second World War. 
In 1952 he resumed full-time teadl-
mg. Since this time he has been 
poet in residence, professor oc lec-
lw'er at the University ol Washing-
ton, the University of Connecticut, 
Wheatoo College, Princeton Univer-
sity and Dart.mouth College, where he 
is currenUy proressor of English and 
poet in residence. 
Not Oa11 a Poet 
A critic, book reviewer, and dis-
tinguished lecturer as wen as a poet, 
Mr. Eberhart has served as a mem-
ber of the AdViSOll'Y Committee O!l 
the Arts fur the National Cultural 
Center in Washington and in several 
similar positions. He gave the first 
a.'ftlal memorial lecture on Robert 
Frost iat the San Francisco Public 
Library in 1964.; the next year he 
gave the second a."lnual Wallace Stev-
ens program at the UniVErsity of 
Connecticut. 
Mr. Eberbart's verse is passionate 
yet disciplined; it combines experi-
mentation with a high regard for 
tradlt.K>nal forms. In an essay en-
tiUed "How I Write Poetry," the 
poet has described his oW!l proced-
Continued on page four 
Summer Interns Face Problems 
hy Ann Arm.1·1mn1: '67 
The Wellesley-Vassar Summer In-
ternship in Government program en-
ables students from various depart-
ment\ to learn at firM hand the 
operations of the Federal Govern-
ment. 
A major overhaul of the program Hotel. Furthermore, girls who decide 
has been discussed for several years, to stay for the second half of the 
but action ha\ had to be postponed summer may keep their rooms in the 
because both colleges have recently dorm. 
undergone a change in Administra- Payment Problems 
tion. Mr. Schechter hopes that this An issue which demands attention 
Students who arc accepted for the 
program spend 61h weeks in Wash-
ington. Mr. Alan Schechter, assistant 
profcs\or of political science, this 
year's director of the program, ar-
ranges assignments in various govern-
ment bureaus and congressional of-
fices as well as at headquarters of 
the Democratic and Republican Na-
tional Committees. 
spring some possible changes may be is that of payment. At present, girls 
discussed with the new administra- may accept pay, but they cannot dc-
tions of both colleges. mand it. Although many similar sum-
Among these i a proposal to mer programs provide a salary for 
lengthen the program to 10 weeks. the participants, Mr. Schechter feels 
This, of course, would raise financial that the Wellesley-Vassar volunteer 
problems, but it would not effect the program is at an advantage in getting 
quality of the positions which the good jobs. When <Kllary 1s not an 
girls now hold. Since many partici- issue, directors of government offices 
pants stay in Washington after the are much more interested in the pro-
6 week internship anyway, such a gram. 
change would be welcome. To meet the financial problems 
Tlme and Money Problems 
Despite this unique program's wide 
popularity and general success, there 
are several very real problems. The 
participants have always felt that 61h 
weeks is not enough time to get into 
a job. Their "just passing through" 
status often keeps them from finding 
more interesting positions. 
• And Solutions 
Finances have also been a pro-
blem. The "Internship in Govern-
ment" is a volunteer program and 
the estimated cost of the 6 weeks is 
about $300. Although financial need 
is not considered in screening ap-
plicants, there is very little money 
available for grants. This year, al-
most half of the participants may 
require some financial assistance. 
Changing Headquariers 
One of the major complaints of 
the past participants has been the re-
quirement that they all live at the 
Park Hotel, an expensive and overly-
lavish residence building. They found 
that they rarely saw their co-partici-
pants who were quartered on other 
floors, and that they could well do 
without such gracious Jiving. 
Happily, the situation has changed. 
This summer's participants will stay 
at a vacant George Washington Uni-
versity Dormitory at almost one-
half the price. These accomodations 
arc not only more attuned to the 
group's financial needs, but also offer 
better facilities and a comparable 
central location to that of the Park 
which the program now faces, Mr. 
Schechter has made some rcv1s1ons. 
Instead of living in Washington for 
the entire program, he has decided 
to stay only for the first week and a 
half. After the program is under way, 
he will, of course, be available if 
problems arise. However, he antici-
pates no problems, and the money 
this change will provide will be 
used as grants for those participants 
who need financial assistance. 
This, however, is a stop-gap mea-
sure, and major changes will have to 
be made to keep the program solvent. 
The solution is not clear-cut, and 
many proposals will have to be ex-
amined by both colleges. News will 
announce these changes if and when 
they occur. 
News to Adopt Shorter Name; 
Senate Discusses Car Penalties 
by Susan Sprau '68 Polly proposed the following penal-
Although Senate spent most of last ty system: For a second parking 
Wednesday evening considering sev- violation, a student v.ould Jose her 
cral of its more petty regulations, car privileges for 2 \\eeks' and re-
discussion was vigorous and agree- ceivc a ticket and a f ne for $3. For 
ments difficult to come by a third parking violat n, loss of car 
First on the agenda was New.r' re- privileges would be for 10 weeks. A 
quest to change its name from Wei- first offense for illeeal driving on 
leslt>y Collrge Ne'H'~ to Welle.iltl campus would me.in two weeks loss 
Nt'ws which wa' quickly approved I of car permission; a ~cond offense 
b) majc>rit) vote. Terry Pristin '67, on this count v.ould mean a 10-week 
ed1tor-m·chief. •ncd that this .>ss For a first offense for illegal 
n mw shortcn.ng v.ould make is po:,· lending and borrowing of cars, the 
'1bl.: to use a "floating" masthead lender would lose her car permission 
which would "lighten" the front page for twelve weeks. The borrower 01 
and make lay-out more flexible. the car would lose her social regi-
"We're planning to change our format stration for one month. 
a little to make it easier to read. An animated discussion which oc-
Wc think it's a little overly grey and casionally appeared disorderly to o~-
heavy," she said. servers and participants alike fo-
Con!uslon? cused on: 
Mrs. Asa Tenney, director of resi- -whether th c pen a It y sys-
dence, asked if the new name would tern should be posted in dormitories, 
be confused with that of the Town of sent to parents as well as seniors, 
Wellesley. Another Senate member or not made public at all. (Mr. Roger 
Johnson, assistant professor of Bibli-
cal history, took this occasion to re-
mind Senate that many students and 
faculty member.> feel a re-evaluation 
of ca·~ entire judicial system. is ur-
gently needed.) 
-whether a student could appear be-
fore the Traffic Control Committee 
to contest receiving a ticket or to 
claim "emergency" condition in hopes 
of convincing the committee not to 
penalize her. At Senate's next meet-
ing Polly will present a reworded 
proposal which is more clear about 
such appeals. 
Reat vs. Own 
Debbie Davis '67, CG president, 
then opened discussion on the dis-
crepancy in campus driving regula-
tions for student-owned and student-
rented car.>. At present, student-
owncd cars may not park near dormi-
tory entrances except after a certain 
evening hour; while all other cars, 
Continued on page four 
replied that the Town's only news- -------------------------------
paper is named the Townsman. 
Polly Gambrill '67, chief justice, 
then presented for discussion a tenta-
tive traffic penalty system and plan 
for administering penalties by means 
of a Student Traffic Control Com-
mittce. 
Traffic Committee 
The Student Traffic Control Com-
mittee would be composed of Mrs 
Tenney, Mr. Frank Sellner (super-
visor of grol~nds and security ), the 
Chief Justice, and a senior and two 
junior court reps. The Security 
Police would refer repeated traffic 
violations, as well as late payment 
of fines, to this committee. 
People wishing to donate money 
for a gilt to Wellesley College in 
memory al Mrs. Paul J. Thorn 
may send a check made payable to 
Pomeroy Hall through the House 
Man in care of Hele• Seidler. 
'Chickadee' to Pitch Camp Here 
"Why don't you come up and eee me aometlme?" Hear Mae Weat luue 
thl• immortal invitation. See W. C. Field• try to reepond. "My Little 
Chickadee" i1 on eampu1 thi1 weekend: Sat. Jan. 21 at 8 p.m. and Sun. 
Jan. 22 •t 2:30 p.m. Both ahowing1 a re in Pendleton. Adml11ion ia 75c 
or 1ub1eriptlon tieket. 
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Auto-Centric Argument Chapel's Focus: Religion? 
Since last fall, when discussion began, News 
has provided thorough and detailed coverage of 
the "car controversy." In a letter printed on p. 3 
the President of CG accuses us of "hasty writing 
and incomplete research" as well as "~ grea~ dea.! 
of ignorance of the actual Senate d1scuss1ons. 
She implies that we were totally unaware of the 
reasons for the $90 parking fee for seniors keep-
ing cars on campus for T~rms II_ and l!I. reasons 
which were actually mentioned m earlier reports 
from our Senate representative and which are 
touched upon, albeit briefly, in the article in last 
week's News. 
We are also charged of inaccurately reporting 
the number of cars on campus. When the article 
went to press, the figure was 27; it has now in-
creased to 34, with parental permission slips filled 
for. IO cars which have not yet arrived. 
The statement that the "inference in the edi-
torial of incomplete consideration of major issues 
is a contradiction to much of an earlier demand 
by News for a speedy vote .. :· is easily refuted 
by the fact that nowhere in our editor~als on the 
subject did we advocate haste. In fact, 1t has been 
our policy that principles outw~i~h e_xpediency; 
for instance, we supported the ehmmat1on of aca-
demic distinctions even though we realized that 
such a stance endangered the progress of the en-
tire car program. 
Much of last week's editorial referred to the 
permission letter sent to parents of seniors during 
Christmas vacation, a point omitted by Miss 
Davis. This letter clearly indicated reluctance. to 
permit ownership of cars. Whether or not the l~1gh 
fee was instituted to discourage cars. the seniors 
quoted in the article on p. I indicated that it did. 
That the cost of expanding and maintaining park-
ing lots will be high was not denied, but the fact 
remains that the small number of cars makes ad-
ditional parking space unnecessary. We did not 
intend to suggest that a high parking fee was. es-
tablished in order to distinguish between various 
levels of financial means, but we do feel that such 
a distinction does i;1 fact resu'1. 
Most important of all, however, is the stro~g 
need implicit in the comments from students m 
the articTe: if we arc to be convinced that s~niors 
are not paying an unwarranted lion's share. in or-
der to keep cars on campus. we suggest that Ad-
ministration present the student body with a full 
breakdown of the expenses to be incurred by the 
College. We hope too that it will demonstrate to 
us that the entire expenditure should be borne by 
students instead of being partially absorbed-as 
in the case of lighting facilities-by the College 
rtself. 
Wellesley's daily chapel services have _no deJ>a.rture point. The 
dynasties of chapel are currently couched m trad1t1on, dissent, too 
much talk, and too little action. 
In seeking an inoffensive philosophy of nondenominationalism, 
Chapel is not filling the religious needs on campus. In fact, the effect 
is. if God is not dead, he is most generally absent in Chapel. 
Chapel speakers are often enthusiastically inspirational and 
dynamic. They usually have something worthwhile to say. But they 
are heard by few. It has been suggested that an increase in Chapel 
attendencc is doubtful regardless of what goes on in chapel. We at 
News do not agree. Attendance swells at the beginning of each year 
-if chapers program were constructed to satisfy these students. 
we feel they would return to daily services. Certain speakers, notably 
on Wednesday mornings, are known to draw larger congregations. 
A structured, but dynamic chapel, sensitive to religious beliefs or 
non-beliefs could easily add to the corps of regularly-attending 
students. 
Religion may express itself in a medium many find difficult to 
communicate. And a totally institutionalized religious service may 
not satisfy the intellectual and spiritual needs of the campus. But we 
do not desire to separate the religious from the academic, nor to 
institutionalize chapel. Rather, we would give chapel a more de-
finitive role on Wellesley's campus, and let it become the center for 
student and faculty beliefs and nonbelicfs. This could be achieved 
in various ways. 
Among them is a decision to determine whether Chapel shall 
be an assembly-type gathering for announcements of general, politi-
cal, or academic note; or. if it shall be the focal point on campus 
for religious promulgation. The second alternative would surely en-
hance the significance of Chapel's role 
Select, Don't Settle 
Faculty and student speakers would still be qualified, poten-
tially interesting and inspirational speakers. And they would, in-
\tcad of merely "speaking out" on their choice of vague. unstructur-
ed. subjects before the fir<•t and the last hymn, be entitled to chal-
"A soft deal," "an amorphous blob," "an un-
necessary evil .. -365 work has been called all of 
these, and more. Instituted this year as a new re-
quirement for 370 students in nine departments, 
these two units of "Honors Study" comprise in~e­
pendcnt work in a field related to the thesis but 
preferably outside the major. 365 is still somewhat 
ambiguous in goals and standards for the guinea 
pigs in the honors experiment-this year's crop of 
370 students. But the plan has obvious advant-
ages : it prm:ides more time for research into more 
aspects of the honors project and may turn up new 
questions. new slants on study. The independence 
of 370 is carried over into 365: students are ex-
cused from papers and hourlies. are free to adapt 
course reading lists to their own requirements, and 
may choose to take no courses at all~oncentrat­
ing instead on extra research and faculty consul-
tation. 
Without wishing to seem unduly mercenary, 
however, News would like to inquire into the 
365 grading problem. The principal dilemma in 
the marking method for 365 seems to be that no 
one-370 directors and honors students included 
-knows what the method is. According to a bul-
letin sent by the deans to senior honors candidates, 
grades for the two units are given in the oral exa-
mination. presided over by an examining com-
mittee which includes "a member of the faculty 
who is familiar with the area of 365 stud)'." But 
a one-hour examination, concentrating more on 
370 than on 365, cannnot probe beyond the most 
superficial questions on the 365 work; an evalua-
tion of two terms of work on the basis of a few 
minutes of oral questioning is unfair to both stu-
dent and examining committee. News suggests 
f.cnge. strengthen. and defend their own beliefs as well as those of 
that the Dean of the College reconsider the 365 their listeners. 
grading policy for next year's honor'> students; a If the mood. the design of Chapd were pervasively religious. 
switch to "pass-fail marking", for example, might spcal,.crs would possess a common point of departure. and would 
prove more practical. hopefully not hesitate to exprc..,s themselves openly. 
The grading problem is largely one of ambi- D:iily chapel could still be :in experimental. nondenominational 
guity; the questions of 365's efficacy and of the organization. But its medium nf expression would become the bc-
burdcn it places on faculty members arc more liefs of its participants. and chapel itsdf could function as a mean-
profound. Since a larger number of students now ingful focal point for religious expression at Wellesley. 
qualify for honors under the lowered grade re- We at \lews commend the effort'> of the Chapel Board as man-
quirements, faculty members arc often besieged ifestcd in the quc~tionnaire being distributed in all dormitories to-
with "irregul:ir students" - 365 students seek- night. It reflects a genuine interest to provide a chap.:!! program dc-
ing reading lists, special conferences. permission signed to fill the rcli!!ious needs on campuc;. We urge all student'> to 
to audit cour~cs. At an C\cn. more. basic level. the complete each question candid!~ and honestly, so that a consl·nsus 
good of required 365 work is dubious. Some stu- can be reached. and cnnstructive action taken 
dents cannot find courses or research arc:is use- ' 
ful for their 365 study; others arc unwilling or un- 1 £ ·ght 0 th S b ·e t 
able to tic up four units of courses in independent I i n e u ~ c 
work. 
This double-barreled pressure on faculty and _ "I !rnvc b~cn ~me. acquainted with the night." wrote Robert 
students can be relieved if departments make 365 frost. with full 1mpl1cat1on of the enchantment and mystery of what 
study optional under the 370 program. With fewer some have tcr11_1cd tha~ "sable goddess."'_ But we at Wellcsl_ey are all 
365 students to advise, faculty members ~ould too :well_ acquamt~d with darkness and. m our less ro!11ant1c moods. 
give more attention to those who do elect this ad- I arc mchne? t~ wish we could sec whcr~ we wer_c going. 
ditional honors study. Given a choice about add- The hghtmg system of the College 1s so dc~1gncd as to cncour-
ed research, students would not be driven into age walking from dorm to dorm. to the library. and to Alumn<Je 
useless courses when a reoular course inside the Hall along the main artery of the campus. Whcrc,·cr possible. princi-
major field might be more ~ssential. Granted. lift- pnl routes coincide with roads where security cars may travel. For 
ing the rcyuiremcnt on 365 puts students with this reason. secondary routes. such as the lake path to Tower Court 
both 365 and 370 at an advantage in the thesis and the short-cut to the Well, arc left unlit. 
and oral examination; extra preparation in mater- News understands t~at it is inexpedient and o~wisc to light 
ial related to the 370 project would have to be such paths where help, 1f needed, would be unavailable. At the 
considered in evaluation of the honors work. In same time, we feel that several areas of the campus. which arc 
any case, the present system is anything but equit- I heayily:used though off t~e m~in ro~te, require ~h.c highest. standard 
able. It, too, has. its "disadvantaged minority"- I of hghtmg. We call attention, in particular. to Billings. ~oc1ety Row. 
the honors candidates who "settled rather than Sage, and Pendleton. However, even those routes which are con-
selected" in relation to their 365 work. those for sidered "well-lighted" are in great need of improvement. 
whom 365 is unnecessary and futile. The lighting fixtures now in use, while spaced 150 feet apart. 
are too dim to offer adequate protection. Often lights which go out 
r-Gather Ye Rosebuds . . . ' 
are not immediately attended to. Although we realize that a sizeable 
expenditure will be involved in increasin~ the voltage - there is a 
possibility that the current power system may become overloaded -
or in installing new fixtures similar to those now found in the park-
ing lots we are pleased that the Administration is about to take the 
necessary steps to alleviate this serious problem. There seems to be a slight misunderstanding. 
Just before winter vacation, twenty-four juniors 
and two seniors asked society presidents to let 
them join societies in term II. However, early this 
term, a majority of the six presidents decided 
against re-opening membership, in spite of the fact 
that two of them had indicated their societies 
could use "1e additional revenues. 
The presidents' vote does not indicate that they 
"just didn't want to take the trouble or expense" 
_ of having another round of teas. They voted with 
the understanding that "cookiless open houses" 
and "ratinas" could be completed in one after-
noon. 
It seems implausible that the presidents' vote 
was negative because they were worried about ex-
panding their membership beyond house capacity. 
Admitting twenty-six upperclassmen this winter 
would give each society four or five new members 
at most. Because several upperclassmen dropped 
out of societies this fall, adding these new mem-
bers would tend to replenish rather than increase 
their memberships. 
What then, motivated the presidents to keep 
society doors closed to new members? Perhaps 
some were concerned about setting a precedent 
which might be continued in future years. If so-
cieties admitted new members this winter, stu-
dents might begin to expect them to hold an ab-
breviated "second-chance" membership program 
every year. Then upperclassmen might try to 
avoid the repetitious and strenuous fall member-
ship procedure by waiting to join until term II. If 
this were to happen, societies might fail to attract 
enough new members in the fall to maintain their 
own existence. 
We on News doubt that such a turn of events 
w_ould ever come to pass. Students would realize 
that it is economically dtsadvantageous to post-
pone joining in the fall because initiation fees 
would be the same in the winter as they were in 
the fall. Besides, there is no guarantee that socie-
ties would admit new members every winter; and 
few students would take the risk of having to wait 
to join until the following fall, just to avoid some 
punch and a few cookies. 
Because last fall's teas conflicted with junior 
President Adams has stated: "I share the concern of students 
arising from the fact that many areas of the campus are inadequate-
ly lighted." She said that, "with great assurance, in planning the 
budget for major projects on campus, this one has a very high pri-
ority." 
News hopes that in the meantime the College's permanent se-
curity force can be increased with the addition of an officer on foot 
to watch .for lakeside prowlers, and that students will make the 
attempt to travel in pairs along the suggested routes. And in the 
near future we expect to see a more protected, if Jess poetically in-
spiring, look to our campus between twilight and the witching hour 
of J :00 a.m. 
show rehearsals and were "rained-out." upper- . 
classmen arc J0 UStified in asking for a second Owned, ~rat..i. ~ru! publb'hed "'ttkly 0~ Thunda1. Mi>trmM-r throalll May incl...,. 
. . , - . acrpt dunntr Christmas and sprini: v..acabOn~ and dunni; uamlnabon perioda by tM 
chance th•s winter. News staff hopes that so::1et\ WeU~le,· Col~e l\ew1, officn 1n C.rMD Hall. w .. nntev eon~. Welletley. M-. 011111. 
Presidents will reconsider their decision or .,, I Telephont- Z35-QS45 and ZJS-03!?0, mennon 210, Citeuta.11on 2~00 to lt•adn>ta (lnehtdecl • "' In tuilJonl and to faculty, plw 500 1ub<c:ripdon1,, 500 o(ftce oopte.. Sa......_ f'.711 )eas.t provide US all with a better explanation for e>er annum. Second class pottase paid at Botton. M .... , und• tt. Mt of M9'dl I. lltT. 
f · f b l\epl'l!lellted for National Advenisins by National Adn,._1 $..,,.... lee. re usmg to accept a ew new mem ers. F.ditor-1n-Ch1ef Teny PrUlln '67 Auoc1a••· E<litor Donna Did<- • .., 
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The Reader Writes ET to Give Wellesley Second 
Bittersweet ~Taste Of Honey' 
Editorial Criticized 
To the editor; 
The edit.orial staff of News has been 
caught with its ·hypocrisy Showing. 
Based on their editorial comments in 
November <and December, I had 
been led to believe that the poorer 
students did not mind if only the 
rictier students were able t.o afford 
cars. We were repeatedly told the 
poor did not object. 
Now, however, booause of the high 
charge for sfx>rage of cars the classi· 
1fication of who is poor !has been 
broadened thanks t.o Wellesley Col· 
lege. A.'ld apparently while those who 
are really poor do not mind <or have 
long since stopped protesting> the 
middle classes do not :like being 
forced into the category of the poor. 
After all, permission to tiave cars 
has been given-it is just that on1y 
the rich can afford them. 
This only goes to show that the 
'Original .argume!lt of News was spec-
ious. The editors should be frank and 
acknowledge they want cars even 
though it will increase distinctions on 
the campus. They should not throw 
up a lot of camouflage to show trow 
aiobody will lfeel di.5crirninabed 
against. Now that the classification 
of who is poor has been extended the 
feelings of distiincl:ion have been n'.iade 
clear to the whole college. 
Sincerely yours, 
Marshall I. Goldman 
Associate Professor of 
Economics 
"haves" from "have-nots" or to pre-
vent seniors from bringing cars to 
college are not weighing the facts. 
I hope these corrections will ex-
plain more exactly than last week's 
News, the way in which the parking 
fee was established. 
Sincerely, 




Editor's Note: Tltjs is a copy of a 
letter sent to Miss Adams from the 
father of a member of the \rilenlor 
class. 
Dear Miss Adams: 
I am pleased to learn that the ad-
ministration has taken cognizance of 
a long sought studeint desire and 
granted resident seniors and jumors 
the right to maintain automobiles on 
the campus under proper auspices 
and safeguards. Albeit, I believe !!he 
fee schedule to be lhigh but perhaps, 
one of the reasons it has been so 
set is to discourage oars onto the 
campus. I realize a little knowledge 
is a dangerous thing and there prob-
ably are numerous other considera-
tions of which I am not aware, so this 
letter is to call your attention t.o only 
. one facet o1 the fee schedule. 
P.S. I agree that llhe parking 
seems too high. 
To the editor: 
I l"or many years Wellesley students 
fee have bee!l privileged, during t>he lat-
ter part of their senior year only, to 
maintain an automobile on the camp-
us at NO COST. This no cost privi-
I hope that the two articles on cars 
of the January 12 News were the 
results of hasty writing and incom· 
plete research rather than of thorough 
consideration of the situation. Not 
only was the tone bitter and emotion-
al, but the facts were incorrect. 
First. a correction of the statistics 
given on the front page. The highest 
estimate for senior cars in Term II 
is 40 not 27 cars. More imponant to 
note, however, is that between 80 
and 100 cars are expected to use the 
lots during Term II. ll is on the basis 
of these 80 cars that the parking fee 
was set. 
lege is now gone. To use a o!:iiehe in 
reverse; the girls !have won the war 
but lost a battle along the way. 
I would venture to guess t'hat the 
flood c» cars ont.o the campus at the 
present fee schedule is not so great 
that this long standing privilege !my 
wife, Wellesley '33, had a car on 
just suclt a basisl to seniors cou1d 
rot be restored for term III. There 
could be no objection to a modest reg-
1stratron fee, say $5 or $10 for the 
clerical work involved. 
1 respectfully propose ttiat you re-
consider that part df your new policy 
t.o "Mliclt I have referred <md that a 
prompt review take plaoe so that the 
Class of 'frl might benefit from such 




To the editor: 
In the January 12, 1967 News 
article on the Afro-American Stu-
dent Conference, I was misquoted as 
saying "We only hear about George 
Washington Carver and Booker T. 
Washington and I'd just as soon for-
get abo.ut them." I never said I wan-
ted to forget George Washington 
Carver. I did however cast doubt on 
the value of Booker T. Washington's 
pre·eminent place in Negro History. 
Sincerely, 
Francille Rusan 
Editors not<': We regret that this 
error was caused by a11 t•ditorial mis· 
take. 
Double Standard 
To ttre editor: 
The Administration of Wellesley Col-
lege has presented us with a dilem-
ma. In the classroom we ,are en-
couraged to display vigor, creativity, 
and individuality, while i!l the bed-
room we must be conservative and 
conformist. I mistakenly applied the 
classroom standards to personal mat-
ters, and decorated my room by 
painting the windows wit!h water col-
ors, putting my mattress on the floor, 
and obtai!ling a second, unused mat-
tress which is also on the floor. The 
Administration recently informed me 
of my error, and insisted that I re-
turn my room to its proper appear-
ance. That they wiSh to make an is-
by Barbara Schlaill '69 ected the scene from the play as 
Shelagh Delaney's Angry Young part of the Experimental Theatre 
Woman, Jo, returns to the Wellesley workshop last year. "We're playing it 
stage, when Experimental Theatre fast and funny. We want people to 
presents A Taste of Honey at 8 p.m. have a good time. Rather than obscur-
on Jan. 27 and 28 in Jewett Audi· 1 ing the poignancy, the humor under-
torium. lines it in a way that playing it 
The sensitive tale of a young girl's straight wouldn't. We think the more 
first love, by now probably familiar humor there is, the more poignancy." 
to most people here, thanks 10 play, . "Our one big change," Debbie con-
movie, and ET workshop last spring, tmued, "has been to substitute Beatles 
wm star Nancy Decker '69 as Jo. music for the jazz combo originally 
Liz Stuppi '68, who was in Junior used. The jazz combo seemed to 
Show and Lysistrata, will play Helen. detract from the play; the modern 
The Boy will be played by Leslie rock n' roll sounds like a radio turn· 
Hurley. and Peter, by John Rose, a ed on in the slum tenement next 
Popularity Polled 
student at Boston · University. Charles door." 
Nichols, who was an Athenian in 
L~·sistrara. will play Geoffrey. Asked why the play had been 
chosen, Debbie said it had received 
a large vote in the Barn poll conduct-
ed last year. .. It 's a good play for 
our facilities," she added, ··since it's 
easily a~ptable. There are few scene 
changes. It's a play for actors, rather 
than for productiom. Then, too, Jo's 
an <inti-heroine that people <.:an iden· 
tify with . fapecially girls." We agree . 
Fast and Funny 
"We're doing rhe play a little dif· 
fcrently than most productions," sta-
ted Debbie Davis '67, who also dir-
------------ --
standards of room decorations. I! 
there is no permanent damage, there 
should be no standards. This would 
not harm the community or the col-
lege property, and wiU1in these 
bounds classroom freedom should be 
applicable in every part IJf our exist-
ence at Wellesley. 
Mary Cumpston '69 
I 
All letters addressed to NEWS 1 
must be signed with the real 
name<s) of the author(s). We will I 
1 withhold names upon request. 
The co't for Wellesley students is 
$.50; for others, $.75. 
sue of such a small matter is my ----





in New York" Their objections began o!l a wealth Of practioal reasons: I am causing a 
storage problem, harming Lhe extern-
al appearance of the donn, starting a 
rash of painted windows and aberrant 
bed elevations, and damaging. the 
mattresses beoause they will get 
dirty. O!l a practical level I can sat-
isfy the Administration. I have stored 
the bed frame in my room and rov-
ered the mattresses so that thev will 
survive to serve as well in future 
years. My windows face on the serv-
ice entrance where they are viewed ' 
by the men Who deliver food and 
collect garbage, .and who feel ttiat 
"tihey look good, ltte~ look good." 
Ami if these objectioos can be dealt 
NEWS is looking for someone 
with organizational abilities, initia.-
tive, and a willingness to assume 
important responsibilities. We have 
an opening for Circulation Manag-
er, a job that requires 2·3 hours 
of work per week in seeing to it 
that the paper is distributed to fac· 
ulty members and subscribers. 
The Circulatio:i. Manager is invited 
to attend editorial luncheons at 
which policy decisions are made. 
If you are interested in serving in 
this post, or as a member of the 
Circulation Staff, please contact 
Andy Gnmdfest, Severance. SOON. 
Your paper or.eds you! 
with, what is WTO!lg with the appear- ---
ance df similar or new arrangements 
in ottier rooms? 
Finally the Administration said 




- check in with 
The cost is neither "absurd" nor 
"exorbitant." The class of 1967 is not 
paying for "posterity" and it is not 
paying the entire cost of the services 
included in the fee. The cost of snow 
removal, lighting, resurfacing, secur-
ity, and the convenience of on-cam-
pus parking has been pro-rated over 
several years. The additional light-
ing, resurfacing, and security ex· 
plain why there is a charge for park-
ing in Term III which was not made 
in the past. 





The reference to Smith, Wheaton, 
Bryn Mawr is irrelevant to the posi-
tion that Wellesley has deliberately 
set the parking fee high in order to 
deter seniors from bringing their cars 
on campus. None of the above col-
leges provides the type of on-campus 
parking arrangement Wellesley has 
offered students. Therefore when 
compared to Smith, Wheaton, and 
Bryn Mawr, Wellesley is more en-
couraging than discouraging to car 
owners. 
The inference in the editorial of 
incomplete consideration of major 
issues is a contradiction to much of 
an earlier demand by News for a 
speedy vote and reveals a great deal 
of ignorance of the actual Senate dis-
cussions. For example, the charge 
that "the economie differences argu· 
ment. . .had little effect on the park-
ing fee decided upon" shows a com-
plete misinterpretation of the facts. 
The consensus at Senate was that 
there are so many reasons for having 
access to a car that car ownership 
can not be equated automatically 
with a wealthy family. It was not 
agreed that the parking fee would 
reflect the different reasons for hav-
ing a car. To make such a conclu-
sion reveals a gross ignorance of 
everyday economics. The parking fee 
was determined by adding up the 
costs of maintaining 80 cars over 
several years. With or without Senate 
discussion of the factors of car 
ownership the cost would have been 
the same. Those who think the park-
ing fee is being used to separate 
SALE 
100/o - 400/o OFF 
1'.NTIBE STOCK 
J\.LL SALES FINAL 











298 Washington St., Wellesfey Hills 
(Otte lloclc from Route 9) 






The big Spring issue of MODERN 
BRIDE is a honeymoon special-with 
complete information on hotel living 
for newlyweds. You'll also get the 
bride's-eye view of special honeymoon 
delights from the Pocono Mountains 
to the Virgin Islands ... learn the 
answers to the questions college girls 
ask most about marriage ... preview 
heavenly bridal and trousseau fash· 
ions .. . AND learn how you can win 
a lavish, paid/for honeymoon in ro· 
mantic St. Thomas, Virgin Islands. 
JUST 75¢- ASK ABOUT THE SPECIAL 
HALF-PRICE STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION RATE 
AVAILABLE THROUGH COLLEGE BOOKSTORES 
Vacation time is a rendez-
vous in the plush Palm 
Court. Theatres, concerts, 
museums and fine Fifth 
Avenue shops ... all near-
by. The Biltmore's big, 
comfortable rooms ... a 
real bargain at low stu-
dent and faculty rates. 
Perfect for vacations, 
weekends, fac11lty confer-
ences. No '" der more 
undergraduates, gradu-
ates and faculty members 
meet under the clock and 
stay at the Biltmore. 
STUDENT RATES: 
Single $10 




Madison Ave. at 43rd St .. N.Y. 10017 
MU 7-7000; Telety~: NY 1-3494 
E. C. Sherry, Gen.,al Manaaer 
Harry M . Anholt, Prttident 
A GRAND CENTRAL HOTltL 
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Conferees Discuss US Security 
by Joan Manheimer '68 I Before the conference each delegate l fairs . 
A Cor f W t P . 1 d stated an area preference and pre- Both their groups on NATO came ps o es om ca ets d f h" . . . . . 
welcomed S Lock d A pare or is d1scusss1on group from to s1m1lar conclus1ons, both chang-
H
.11 b th ,
67
unnty hell a~ f~ a suggested bibliography. All these ing NATO to NAPO, North Atlan-
1 , o , o a c a engmg or h h · · Pl · o · · I · 
eign policy conference last fall. The gro~ps aved two c a1r~~n, one a Ile annmg rganiza~1on. n doing 
OCcas·o . th !Sth 1 St d proiessor an one a military man. so, the groups recognized the obsol-1 n . e annua u ent Th · d. · 1 d f o · · 
C f U 
. d S Aff . e1r 1scuss1ons are supp emente escence o NAT as a military or-
on erence on nite tales airs b 1 · · • • d b h U · d S MT Y guest ectures m the evenings and ganizat1on. ~ponsole d y t e ;it~ Id !ates WI I- a general atmosphere of investigation I :0"! 
1 
ca emy an e at est that encourages easy contact between German Reunification 
~USA's purpose is to stimulate an students, professors, and lecturers. Both groups also experienced simi-
examination of U.S. national security NATO Into NAPO ~ar difficulty in .de~l~ng . with the 
policy and to encourage an under- issue of German reunification. Sunny 
standing of the difficulties and com- Sunny and Ann both participated and Ann noted that those areas with 
plexities involved in establishing this in the NATO area discussions, though the. most controversial ~.J.S. foreign 
policy. The realization of these ideals in different groups. Both found that policy were those in which the stu-
takes place in a series of round table their opening sessions were charact- dents had a tendency to follow gov-
discussions among delegates from erized by student reliance on pro- e.rnment policy in their recommenda-
over 100 colleges and military aca- fessors' or experts' opinions. How- l llons. 
demies throughout America. ever, students were soon able to move In general, Ann and Sunny thought 
Each discussion concentrates on the basis of discussion beyond sources the conference very wel~ or~anized 
one of six area divisions of the world. to their own ideas on the issues and an excellent exercise m the 
1
-- raised. learning process. They found the 
Experimental Theatre Workshop different directions of thought taken 
will be March 10 and 11. Anyone All groups prepared final reports by people of relatively similar back-
interested in directing a one-act summarizing the conclusions of their ground, particularly interesting. This 
play or a scene from a longer sessions. The fact that these reports attempt at every iuncture to bring 
I 
work soould contact Nancy Hughes demanded conscmus often resulted in people of the academic, military and 
or Dehorah Davis as soon as pos-1 compromise and what Ann and Sun- governmental world' together was re-
sible. ny felt was a fairly conservative series garded by its Wellesley delegates as 
I of recommendations for world af- a '>Uccessful one. 
Spend ! 
this summer 
with the gang. 
Junior To 'Dig' 290 Abroad 
At the end of Term I, Stephanie 
Judson, '68 received the Administra-
sion's approval to do her 290 work in 
Etruria. 
Teft's tentative plans are to 
work under the British School ot 
Rome at a "dig" in Veii and at a 
Swedish "dig" In Ferentum, fifty 
miles south of Rome. The two 
archaeological excavations concern 
the 'Etruscans, a civilization which 
lost !ts power around 100 B.C. 
This fall, the curriculum com-
mittee made a general policy that 
ceptlon to the general policy" was 
made on the basis that Teff had 
prepared herself "academically" for 
work in Etruria. Also, since the 
"dig" clo\ed in early June, the 
archaeological experience could not 
be gained in the summer. 
Academic Preparation 
This term Teff ls doing 350 on 
the Etruscans with Mrs. Vermeule, 
professor In the Greek and art de-
partments. As a history major, Teff 
has also taken ancient history. 
290 work could not be carried off. Since Teff bas Advanced Place· 
campus. Teff's was the only appeal ment credit, there is no problem 
of the new "general policy." I concerning her second course for 
The Administrative Board's "ex- the third term. 
Grounds Supervisor Wins National Prize 
For His Landscaping of Prudential Center 
Frank W. Sellner Is superintend- , design for Boston's Prudential 
cnt of Grounds .ind Security at Wei- Center-the Tower, north and south 
le~ley College. He is also a land- plazas, hotel and pool deck, the 
scape architect, and one of 13 win· War Memorial Auditorium, and the 
ners or a National Beautification not yet completed apartment bulld-
Award, the highest award in land- ing and department store. His work 
scaping. on the center began under the 
Mr. Sellner created the planting auspires of Charles Luckman As-
sociates of Boston in 1960, and was 
cited l'<ovember 15 as one o! the 
outstanding landscape jobs In the 
country. 
Mrs. Johnson Awards 
Mrs. Lyndon Johnson presented 
the citation to Mr. Sellner at the 
awards luncheon held in Washing-
ton's Statler Hilton Hotel. Secre-
tary of Agriculture Orville Freeman 
was the principal speaker. 
The prize, given annually, origi-
nated 14 years ago with the Land· 
scape Contractors Organization of 
America. This organization, with 
headquarters In Washington, se-
lects a panel of judges to examine 
landscaping jobs throughout the 
country. Competition begins as 
soon as the landscape architect ls 
selected. Pictures of the area, from 
pre-ground-breaking to completion, 
<ire compiled in a booklet to be 
presented with the architect's draw-
ings. These booklets are submitted 
to the judges authorless; the field 
Is narrowed to 56 entries, and fin· 
ally, 13 winners are chosen. 
Not OJllY the designer ot the 
landscaping receives this award. 
The owner o! the building and the 
landscape contractor are also com-
mended. Lesser commendations are 
also given to those ot the 56 en-
trants who did not receive a Na· 
tional Beautification Award. 
Mr. Sellner's previous awards 
have Included citation by the Mas· 
sachusetts Horticultural Society 
for the Chestnut Hill Shopping Center, 
by the American Association of 
Architects for 100 Memorial Dr., 
Cambridge, and by the horticultural 
societies or New York, Pennsylvan-
ia, and Massachusetts tor outstand· 
ing show designs. 
Car Penalties ... 
Continued from page one 
including student-rented ones, may 
park near dormitories at any time 
during the day. 
After discussing the sophomore 
Senate reps· proposal to allow stu-
dent cars to park near dorm en-
trances to pick up and drop off 
baggage during the day, Senate in-
formally agreed to leave the rules 
as they are until the whole transporta-
program is evaluated in the spring. 
Senate members felt that students 
would protest if the rules were made 
un1forml) more strignent. fhey also 
felt that Academic Council should 
be consulted before the rules were 
made uniformly more lenient. 
We'll have over 140 flights a week to Europe. Take off for London. 
Paris, Rome, Frankfurt, Milan, Shannon, Zurich, Geneva, Lisbon. 
Miss Jean Crawford, dean of stu-
dents. announced that the deans had 
decided not to ask Senate to pro-
hibit freshmen from renting cars 
next }ear. Instead, Senate made 1! 
a la'\\. that, starting next fall, all stu-
dents under 21 must file letters of 
parental permission with the director 
of re,idcnce before renting cars. 
Madrid Athens. Go across Africa and Asia-all the way to 
' . Hong Kong. And we have plenty of low-cost fun, s1ghtsee1ng or 
study tours, or you can go it on your own. 
Just call your travel agent or the 
nearest TWA office. Welcome 
to the world of 
Trans World Airlines* 
c Service mark owned cxdu~ivcly by Trans World Airline,. Inc. 
Pulitzer Poet ... 
Continued from page one 
ures. The piece is published in Poets 
on Poetry, ed. Howard Nemerov 
<New York: Basic Books, 1966). 
After the reading, members ol Phi 
Sigma will serve tea at the society 
oouse for ttie poet alld ~
members of the audience. 
Photos by 
Gale Munson '68 
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Store Unites Absurd, Sublime 
by Mary Enterli11e '10 
Where can you find "Peanuts" 
sweatshirts for sale across the aisle 
from an original crayon drawing by 
Jean Cocteau? Why In a bookstore, 
of course-In a bookstore that sells 
everything from American Indian 
jewelry to a zebra rug. 
Such a bookstore really exists In 
Boston, for Brentano's recently op· 
ened a branch in the Prudential 
Plaza. Browsing through Bren-
tano's, one discovers that it com-
bines all the features or Hathaway 
House, a museum, and lhe gift shop 
at the United Nations. 
Do Browse! 
Books, both hardback and paper· 
back, predominate, of course. They 
range from paperback copies of 
James Bond in French and Spanish 
to a $50 set entitled Treasures of 
the Louvre. Students with a free 
morning, matrons on a shopping 
spree, tourists from the Prudential 
Tower, and business people on their 
lunch hour wander undisturbed 
through the store. 
Wide ai~lcs, white walls, large 
windows, and bright lights make 
looking easy. Yet the decor is Car 
from s terile; colors blaze for th 
from lhe books themselves and 
from the strategically placed dis· 
plays. 
More than Books 
Stationery, sheet mui;ic, records, 
museums like the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art and the British 
Museum, and from towns like Wil-
liamsburg and Sturbridge. 
Even Jewelry 
Cases ot jewelry also vie for 
attention. Cuffllnks made from 
2,300-year·old Greek coins sit be· 
side buttons used by officers of 
Mississippi packet boats around 
1870. 
In addition to antiques like these, 
reproduction~ of jewelry found in 
such varJed places as the Jewish 
Museum and the California Mu-
seum of Science are offered. !\1o-
dern jewelry comes from Sweden, 
the Far East, Israel, Mexico, and, 
of course, the American Indians. 
To leave Brentano's without buy· 
ing is almost impossible, and one 
more surprise ·waits at t he check· 
out counter. Their delightful bags 
picture people at the turn of the 
century shopping at Brentano's Lit· 
erary Emporium. 
reading lamps, and calendars are 
scattered throughout the store. One 
particularly interesting calendar, 
U1e leather-bound Millionaire's Cal-
endar, sells for only $20. It includes 
information under headings like 
"bodyguards" and "whale hunting," 
and a list or such special events 
as the Wales Royal National 
Eistedafod presided over by long. 
robed Druids. 
Besides the zebra rug, rugs 
woven in Poland, rugs made from 
the fur o! the Peruvian llama, and 
a Navaho fertility rug decorate the 
walls. Other examples or folk art 
are scattered throughout the ~tore. 
Puppets from India hang on the 
wall beside a basket of wooden 
flutes carved in Yugoslavia. Across 
from them hang straw bottle cov-
ers woven in Peru. 
'M useum Pieces, Too 
These articles mingle with mu-
seum pieces-paintings like "Clown" 
by Hilaire and artifacts such as 
Iranian dart heads dating from the 
middle of the second to the first 
milhneum B.C., and a Syro-Roman 
cosmetic flask from the first to the 
third century A.D. 
Reproductions Interest people ~ho cannot afford real works of 
an or antiques. r hc:5e reproduc-
tions come from everywhere-from 
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Ulam Asserts Mensheviks Are 
Not Revolution's Garbage Heap 
by Wendy Moonan '68 overwhelming support for the postul-
At last Friday night's Wilson lee- ates of socialism but because they 
ture, Adam Ulam, professor of gov- proclaimed they would sign the peace 
ernment at Harvard University, com- when no other group dared Further-
memorated the fiftieth anniversary of more. the preservation of Bolshevik 
the Russian Revolution wirh a few power from 1917 to 1921 resred on a 
"lessons" about the revolution. policy more anarchisr than socialist. 
Mr. Ulam dispelled several popular The fact that the Bolsheviks even 
notions about the revolution. He dis- term of society "soviet" was mean-
agreed wirh the views of most histor- ingless-the word held no connota-
ians by saying that the Mensheviks tions and merely meant ··council''. 
were not the "garbage heap" of the Success to be Proven 
revolution, as Trotsky termed them, Mr. Ulam's most thought-provol..-
simply because they lost it. I ing lesson was that, as of now, it is 
Mensheviks' Handicap too early to proclaim the success of 
The Mensheviks had a pedantic ob- , the revolution, just as it would have 
jection to the revolution: they thought been impossible to judge the success 
it should not have happened accord- or failure of the French Revolution 
ing to their Marxian concept of revo- after only 50 ye.1rs. Important ques-
lution. To them Marxian theory die- lions are as yet to be answered. Will 
lated that the revolution take place Russia overcome the legacy of Stalin? 
only at a fairly advanced stage of na- What kind of society will be formed? 
tional development, a stage they felt Will the Communists be able to pre· 
Russia had not reached by 1917. serve formal unity or will Commun-
Therefore they did not seize power, ism fall into fragmenh and lose its 
and were obliged to supporr the Bol· meaning in rcrms of the Sovie! 
sheviks when they took over Union? 
Bit, Ba.et, 
The "God is dead" controversy has fluence on a classroom" d:clares and universities in the U.S. Students 
caused one chaplain to retaliate with President Robert Goheen in an in- v.ho defend the system insist their 
the statement that "Sex is dead." terview in the Princeton Alumni I sole aim is to improve the teachng. 
Earl Brill, Episcopal chaplain at the Weekly. He considers girls "more Professors who object assen that 
American University, Washington, alen, more attentive, on the average, students grade them not on quality 
D.C., asserts that this phenomenon than men, and so are a boon to the but on their "hardness" or "softness.'' 
is particularly noriceable on college teacher." His only criticism is that Still, the outlook seems to be for 
campuses. He cites the predominance girls arc "said to be more likely than more college rating. 
of anti·war and civil rights demon- men to take personally such things 
srrations over sex discussions on cam- as the marks you give them on 
pus. He auributes this change to "a papers." 
marked decline in the traditional pre- President Goheen suggests that 
occupation of college students with "having girls around makes the male 
sex." students more polite." He explains, 
Rev. Brill notes the "creeping "We could use some of that influ· 
nudity of female fashions" which he ence on the boys who come piling 
declares "so quite unnoticed by the down from McCosh 10 like a herd 
young men " No one give, a minisl..irt of buffalo while some augusr pro· 
a second look. he suggests, except the fessor is rrying to work his way up 
guards who were "brought up in a the stairs." 
sexual age and still keep the faith." 
He asserts that pop music is "without 
real passion" and is "athletic but 
hardly suggc. tivc." Rev. Brill comes 
to the conclusion that ''What seems 
to flourish is a ser of activities 
that once mean! the presence of sex 
hut does so no longer." 
Coeds Beneficial 
Coeds do have a "beneficial in-
Pass-Fail System 
Doctoral Increase 
During the past decade the num· 
ber of doctorates awarded in the U.S. 
has nearly doubled. In the next 10 
years. the U.S. Office of Education 
expects the number will probably 
double again. Physical sciences and 
education have attracted the largest 
number of doctoral candidates in the 
past I 0 year\. The Office reported 
that engineering may be the most 
popular field for doctorates by the 
end of the next decade. By 1975, the 
order of popularity is expected to be: 
engineering, physical sciences, arts 
and humanities, education. soci.11 
,cicnccs, and biological sciences. 
Educational Programs 
., 
Mr. Ulam explained that, in times 
of crisis. ideology, history and eco-
nomic theory are handicaps to the 
esrablishment of power and peace. 
Only Bolsheviks were pragmatic 
enough to take advantage of the situ-
ation in 1917, and seize power. 
J(issir.g Claude Loves Publicity; 
Ad1nits Florida Election Fluke 
Princeton is considering an ex-
pansion of its pass·fail system of 
grading. Now in its second year, the 
• .irrcnt system allows a student to 
tal..e one of his five courses 'every 
year on an ungraded pass-fail basis. 
Under lhe new plan, a sludcnt would 
receive ungraded credit for an un· 
limited number of courses tal..en, 
wtthout charge, heyond the norm:1l 
course load. 
The proposed ,yslem allo"' a stu-
dent tu do as much wurl.. a' he 
wi,hc' for any number of extra 
cour,cs. At the end of the: term. he 
could take the final e~am and re-
ceive a "pa"" dcsignati1.>n on h is 
transcript if he pas,ed If he: f.1ilcd 
1he final or chose not to ial..e 11, no 
record of his connection \\ ith the: 
course would be I.cpl I he new plan 
\till needs faculty approval l'>clore it 
can be put into effect 
Promising students from disadvant· 
aged financial ar'ld cultural back-
grounds are now studying at such 
exdusivc boarding schools as Groton 
;ind Emma Willard. Scholarships are 
provided by the Independent Schools 
lalenl Search Program (ISTSPJ. In· 
1cmive summer orientation program,, 
e.1llcd Project ABC (A Better 
C h.1ncc l, we: re begun at Dartmouth 
.ind l\lounl Holyoke lo prepare slu· 
dcnh for 1he academic and so .. ial 
hfc al prhate schools. A separate 
program with s1m1lar go~ls, the 
Dispels Popular Notions 
Mr. Ulam was careful to show that 
the BQlsheviks did not destroy despot-
ism. The Provisional Government 
had atready destroyed it several 
months before. The Bolsheviks did 
not introduce socialism immediately 
into Russia because of the war and 
the economic-political situation. Nor 
did they introduce industrialism into 
Russia. In the years between 1910-
1917 Russia was indu\trializing rapidly 
and any government would have con-
tinued this. 
by Wendy Mounan '68 
What is going on in Florida ? The 
new governor, Claude Roy Kirk Jr., 
b said to admit that his election was 
a fluke, but that he intends to play 
at being governor for four years any· 
way. He has been variously nick-
named as "Kissing Claude" and 
"Adam C'h1yton Kirk." 
-!hough the governor claim, "pri-
\ate, voluntary contributions" were: 
to pay for the force. 
Even if the Legislature: pl.ins to 
check him c\ery step of the way. 
Governor Kiri.. still plans lo go ahead 
\\ i1h his propo,ah He has already s.tid 
he will use his governor\ veto on 
the Legislature when he feel, it ncs-
sary, an unprecedented move in 
Florida. Mr. Kiri.. is expected w 
slart the session by initiating kgisla 
ton to drive gambler,, am.I rad.c:ll•eis 
from Horid.1 where they congregate 
from Northern and Midwestern 
cities. 
Teaching Abroad 
at11mal Negro Student Fund, ·1ho 
a\\,1rds sl:holar,h1ps to deserving slu· 
dcnh. ·1 he students are doinl! ver} 
~ell: so far only one out of 20 h.1s 
failed to continue the ISTSP pro· 
gram. 
Imbalanced Schools? 
Mr. Ulam continued with the sur· 
prising revelation that the Bolsheviks 
did not come to power because of 
Tlrns people were not surprbed to 
learn of his posr · inaugural vacarion 
with a 32·year old Brazilian blonde. 
His other antics arc less easily under-
stood and warrant a deeper look. 
Mr. Kirk is the fiN Republican 
governor in Florida since 1872. He 
owes his victory 10 a bitter split Republican Potential 
between the Democratic conservatives Clearly, Mr. Kirk fed' less in· 
A placcmenl bureau to locate 
teaching posilions al1road for Ameri -
can profc:ssors has been instituted 
w11hin 1he Departn1en1 of lleallh, 
hlucal ion. .ind Welfare. I he 111a1n 
tasl.. of the Center of Educational 
Cm>pcrauon will he to ;1dminish:r the 
rccen!ly passed lnlc:rnational l'duca· 
tion Ac1 . The Center will worl.. with 
owr .mo different university pl.ice· 
mc:nt bureaus and with counth:ss for-
·1 he lhhton School Committee das-
,ificd 671 C hinc~e·American students 
. is \\ hilc in :rn auempt to avoid 
charges 1ha1 their schools arc raci.1lly 
1111halam:cd. This enables them to de · 
o.:l.1re 1hat 1~0 predominantly Chinc..c 
, .. hool' .11 c not racially 1mb.1lanccd. 
1\n 1111bal.10ced school, a' defined b> 
1he s!.1tc r,1cial imbalance law, is 
one \\ ith more than a 50 per cent 
non·\\ hlle population. At the same 
time, the parents of the Chine!>e stu · 
dcnls arc classified as non·white so 
that the: housing units of the Boston 
community can be considered de· 
segregated. 
A demonstration ln the Art of 
Self-defense will be presented on 
Tues., Jan. 24 at 7:30 p.m. in 
Mary Hemenway Hall. A course in 
self-defense will be offered on 
January 31, February 7, 14, and 
21 from 7:30-9:00 p.m. 
and liberals, Florida's "whire Back- hibited in hi' role than many other 
lash" agaimt ' egro gains. the con- !,!OVernors. He doc' not avoid hut 
servative reaction against Johnson's invites publicit}. If he can channel 
Great Society and Kirk\ flashing his energies in the pr(lpc:r d1rec1ion . 
, he may be able to initiate l>Omc 
valuable legislation and greatly aid 
eign schools and universities to Jo~ .1tc 
op.:nings for college gradu.1tcs 
abroad. 
The Boston Aikl·Kai will pre-
sent a demonstration ol Aikido. 
Ailddo differs from karat! <based 
on blows) and Judo <based on 
throws.) Alkido emphasizes agility 
and the ability to evade an op-
ponent. 'lbe course in seU·cle· 
fense will be taught by Mr. Fred 
Newcomb and Mitsunari Kanai of 
the Boston Alkl-Kal. Mr. Newcomb 
bas studied Alkido for a number of 
years. Mr. Kanai Is the highest 
ranking black belt ln Alkido in 
New England and studied at the 
School of Uyeshiba ln Tokyo for 
ten years. 
'lbe demonstration and course 
are open to members of the college 
community. Registration for the 
course will be held Jan. 25-27, Of. 
flee 1, Mary Hemenway Hall. Fee 
for the course Is $10 payable at 
the time of registration. 
smile. 
No Political Plums 
His publicitr pranks have caused 
a great deal of speculation. He could 
be trying to achieve a national image 
from which he could enter the Na· 
tional Republican Party. More likely, 
however, is the possibility that Kirk 
is trying to get recognition and back-
ing for his coming fight against an 
urban·based. heavily Democratic leg-
islature, recently reapportioned by 
court order. 
He already called the Senate Legi-
slature into special session without 
any prior notification. The stunned 
and angered legislature reacted by 
confirming 70 lame duck appoint-
ments which had b:en made by the 
former Governor Burns before Jeav· 
ing office. This was a direct blow 
against the new Governor who now 
will be unable to distribute the poli-
tical plums to his friends. 
The legislature also plans to pass a 
law abolishing the private police 
force Governor Kirk hired from the 
nation's third largest detective agency 
'' '' C4n~ Wednesda~ 
is great So is any Monday, 
Tuesday, Thursday, 
for skiing or Friday. Litt tickets cost less ($5.50); lift lines 
are non'!existent. You feel 
like you have the whole new 
major ski area at Waterville 
Valley to yourself: - 2 mountains, 
1 tnajor lifts, 24 slopes and trails! 
After skiing, you'll enjoy the small swinging 
bar, music, and good food at Waterville Inn. Forget 
the books every once in a while (play it smart when 
you arrange your schedule). It's an easy 2% hour 
drive from Boston via Interstate 93 to W. Campton; 
then follow signs. 
the Republicans in Horida, as in Prof Rating? 
helping Repre\entative Edward Gur- Student ratings of professor,· 
ney become the next senator from 
1 
teaching h:1vc become more and more 
Florida when Senator Smathers re· popular. Today, rating goes on at 
tires in two years. more than 400 of the 2,200 college' 
Mystery of Charter Revealed 
by A 1111 Marti11 '68 I lection of rules and regulations gover· I an amendment changing its na~e to 
Once upon a time, long, long. ago I ning each member of the Wellesley the present form adds an add1uonal 
in fact it was on St. Patrick's Day, community. page. 
Governor William Claflin took pen Modem Myth But having exploded the Myth of 
in hand and signed the Wellesley I rhe Scapegoat Charter. where must 
Female Seminary into existence .. : · J Nothing could be _fart.her from the one look to find the rules attributed 
The name of the document which truth. The Charter 1s simply an act to it? 
he signed is familiar to everyone at by the Senate and House of the Com-
Wellesley-the College Charter. Un- monwealth of Massachusetts, dated 
fortunately its contents arc not. lt March 17, 1870, incorporating a Fe-
seems to be a standard misconception male Seminary. Signatures and seals 
that the Charter is a behemoth col· included, it is scarcely a page long; 
Chief Justice to Announce Action of Court 
by Susari Foster '68 
Penalties for various cases con-
sidered in General Court will be re· 
ported at the end of February by 
Polly Gambrill '67, Chief Justice 
The list will include the penalties re-
ceived from the onset of Term Ill 
last year through Term II this year. 
Polly feels the advantage of this new 
move will be to "dispel the mysteries 
of Court." 
The list will not reveal the indivi-
dual involved but the findings which 
resulted from the case. The list will 
also become the start of a system 
of general precedents, so that any-
one can have an approximate idea 
of what penalties will be incurred for 
certain offenses. 
Approximate Precedent 
There is some leeway in determin-
ing punitive measures in an indivi-
dual case, but not as much as there 
used to be. Court will try to be ob-
jective by setting up a definite punish-
ment which will be nearly universally 
applied to anyone who breaks a cer· 
tain rule-unless, of course, breaking 
the rule was unavoidable. 
Educational vs. Punitive 
The court will be basically punitive, 
and educational only from the point 
of view of the broken rule. The 
Court will attempt to give the stu-
dent an understanding of the reasons 
for the rule. 
Cases referred to General Court 
are those characterized by serious· 
ness of the rule broken, or willful 
repetition of rule breaking. The Court 
handles only those cases in which a 
rule of the College has been broken-
not cases in which the personal or 
moral behavior of the student is 
deemed inappropriate to the "stan-
dards" of the College. 
Absence Committee 
Certain cases are referred auto-
matically to General Court-such as 
one pour or more of l?teness and 
liquor on campus. The Court can 
give penalties but can only recom· 
mend suspension or expulsion to the 
Discipline Committee. 
General Court has just begun to 
take on the responsibilities of the 
Absi:nce Committee. Penalties and 
excuses are to be considered for 
early and late returns. The new Court 
Absence Committee has established 
a temporary set of rules and will 
publish its policy at the end of 
January. 
Moses? 
The closest substitute for such an 
imaginary ver~ion of the ~losaic Code 
is a pamphlet containing the bylaws 
of the College. It is here that we find 
the statement of the purpose of the 
College, which "was founded for the 
glory of God and the service of the 
Lord Jesus Christ by the education 
and culture of women." 
This pamphlet has not been chang· 
ed formulated by Wellesley's founder, 
Henry Fowle Durant, although Du-
rant's original stipulation that the 
faculty of such a Christian college be 
of evangelical persuasion has been 
relaxed. 
Bible is for Real 
It is in the bylaws that the re· 
quirements for Bible 104 are stipula· 
ted, along with the decree that chapel 
services are to be held on Sundays 
and all other days on which there 
are scheduled academic appointments 
Coritinued on page eight 
The Whittler street Service Cen· 
ter ln Roxbury is looking for some-
one interested in dramatics to lead 
a group of girls, ages fliteen-slx· 
teen. The girls have formed the 
group themselves and want very 
much to ftnd a leader. The group. 
work could be as formal or Jn. 
formal as tbe leader Cor leaden> 
wished. If you would like to be-
come involved, please contact 
Marion Ellis or Kathy Page In 
Bates, 235-9358. 
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Color Holds Key to Nolde Exhibit Usual Numhe~ of '66 Gra~s 
by Jane Canter '68 work Or Continue Education 
Denounced as a "degenerate" and 
forbidden to paint by the Nazis, Emil 
Nolde secretly produced many small 
watercolors between 1938 and 1945. 
He called these his "Unpainted Pic-
tures," and over SO of them are on 
exhibition at the Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston, through Feb. 19. 
The most exciting and most devel-
oped aspect of Nolde's work is the 
color. Applying layers of very wet 
watercolor, Nolde builds up a surface 
of deep, luminous tones. He then adds 
outline and highlights. 
View ol a Vision 
The reds are richly sensual, the yel-
lows are both brassy cold and warm, 
and the violets are lit from within by 
red and blue lights. By manipulating 
his colors, Nolde creates a vision-like 
effect on each page. Knowing a little 
about the historical background of 
these works, one would expect to see 
some indication of despair and disil-
lusionment in the exhibition, yet this 
seems curiously absent. The vision in 
each case is highly personal and ex-
pression comes through far more in 
terms of the interplay of vibrant and 
murky colors, than in terms of the 
figures depicti:d. 
Emptiness of Expression 
What then do you see on the faces 
of the Ancient Couple, the Three 
Veterans, or the Old Viking? What 
you see is something blank. There is 
an emptiness of expression which 
leaves you puzzled as to the nature of 
Nolde's vision. In fact, the pictures 
"Mother and Daughter" 1938-45 
seem incomplete, as if they were ac-
tually illustrations to accompany 
some secret legend or dream. 
Perhaps one of the reasons why the 
few landscapes in the exhibit appear 
to be such exquisite and intense per-
sonal expressions is because of the 
absence in them of this literary at-
tribute. You can enjoy the landscapes 
for the pure experience of the color, 
while the figures present the addition-
al problem of interpretation. 
Painted without model~. these fig-
ures lack the religious fervor and 
emotional charge which typified 
Nolde's earlier oils, yet they p<mess 
a similar animation. 
"Romantic Landscape" 1938-45 
There is a slight quality of intro-
spection in the eyes of the man of the 
Ancien: Couple. and there is a little I 
pompou•.'\ess in the Three V eteranr. 
More than anything else, though, it 
is Nolde's color and handling of the 
surface which makes each view a de-
lightful visual experience. 
Student Sen1inars Spur Activism I The following additions and alter· 1 
action in the bus schedule will be-
come effective Friday, January I by Amanda Wil1•1 '6R I They depend on members who will 
20. A new brand of activism. the stu- participate and be responsible. Be-
Buses leaving Founders: dent-led ~eminar, is shaping the cur- 'ides exploring all sides of the Viet-
1 There will be no buses to the air- • rent surge of intellectual energy and nam que~tion, they want to cncour-
port. I initiative on the Wellesley campus. age students lo be generally "politi-
Watch for further in!ormatlon The question is "Why?" ca lly active" Rachel said. 
concerning ad hoc busing. Developed from separate seeds of New Novels 
Buses Returning: interest, at least four seminars are The seminar on contemporary 
Alterations: Buses returning to the already in process or planned for novels organized by Jane Michaels 
college on Tuesday and Wednesday thi~ term. Dorothy Dubose '69 sees '68 emerged from student interest, 
nights will now leave from Park this new movement as a part of first expressed during dinner with a 
Square at 11:45 p.m. and from "Wellesley's opening up to the world." faculty member. "We never get to do 
Harvard Square at 12:00 mldnlght. Sell-Evaluation anything at Wellesley with the bad 
Additions: On Saturday afternoon, Ellen Doblin ·67 and Rachel Gorn stuff' said Jane. "It's really a thing 
buses will leave the Boston Mu- '69 currently run a weekly seminar on we wanted to do." 
seum at 4:00, Par.k Square at 4:15, Vietnam, complete with reserve shelf Neither pedantic nor "cocktail 
and Harvard at 4:30. On Friday in the library for assigned books. party-ish," the first successful meeting 
and Saturday night.9 buses will Rachel sta ted one of their purposes- was to her "one of the nicest things 
leave Harvard squa're at 12:151 to "convince people that they're men- in which I've ever participated at 
a.m tally competent to educate themselves Wellesley." The students, representing 
· about something like this." many majors, evaluated Norman 
Fishy Plot Breaks Tradition 
by Kay Williams '69 
For many years, there has been 
fish at Wellesley on Friday. There 
are many reasons for fish. It is 
economical, easy to prepare, and 
well·loved by just everyone (who 
really hates tartar sauce?). With 
time, Wellesley fish has become 
famous. 
There are also many reasons for 
Friday. It follows Thursday; it is 
two whole days away from Mon· 
day; and It Is, without doubt, the 
uni} possible day for eating fish. 
\Vith time It has become impos-
""I.: to 1Ji,1ingui~h which came 
fir-r : hiJay or the fish. Do we 
ha\'e fish because It Is Friday, or 
i>< it Jo'rhlay be1·a11se we have fish? 
Troubled Times 
It i>< with alarm that we observed 
an upset of the logic of this best 
of all possible systems on Friday 
last. Although Beet Chow Meln's 
Ambush in the Watercress Jungles 
went practically unnoticed, It was, 
nevertheless, an incident which 
could have great consequences for 
the modern world. 
Let us reflect. What does this 
Incident mean for Wellesley Col· 
lege. Was it merely the first step 
in an insidious plot decreed by 
some Higher·UP-purposely to top-
ple a Wellesley tradition? It flsh 
goes today, will Friday go tomorrow? 
Watch your lobster Newburg 
carefully for further developments. 
I -
Please he sure to fill out and re- I 
l. tum the Chapel questionnaire--right now, if not sooner! We need 
, your opinions and Ideas. 
Mailer's An American Dream in live-
~ informal discussion last Thursday. 
Spontaneous Oooversatioa 
Dorothy Dubose plans a seminar 
on modem theological issues as an 
outlet for the large student interest 
she has found in the subject. She sees 
her seminar as a "basis for spontan· I 
eous conversation for which there's j 
little time in class." She wants stu-
den~ to have the opportunity to "ar-
ticulate their own thoughts and ex-
plore others' ideas." · 
Different approaches, psychological 
or sociological, touched upon slightly 
in class, could be better explored in 
such a situation. And students could 
"discuss on a personal basis, making 
it relevant to themselves"-a need 
Dorothy finds presently unfulfilled on 
campus. 
Inform Students 
Davida Rubin's New Left study 
group plans to examine weekly "the 
ideas, organizations, and actions by 
which the Left expresses its concern 
Continued on page eight I 
The Placement Office has recently 
released listings of what the members 
of the Class of 1966 are doing. The 
results, compiled as of Nov. 15, 1966, 
do not indicate that there are any 
new trends in the sort of life which 
these first-year alumnae have chosen 
to pursue. 
Roughly 390 members of last year's 
graduating class responded to the 
survey, according to Mrs. Joan 
Bishop, Placement Office director. Of 
these, 165 are working, l~O are en-
gaged in some form of continued 
study, and 40 are either traveling, 
temporarily unavailable for work, or 
uncertain of their plans. Ninety-two 
are married, of whom 40 are working 
and 28 studying. 
Similar to '65 
Figures for their predecessors, the 
Cla\s of 1965 were very similar: of 
372 girls who responded to the ques-
tionnaire in Nov. '65, 190 were work-
ing, 146 studying, and the remainder 
not yet decided. The marriage rate in 
that class, at 76, wu somewhat lower. 
Fields of graduate study also re-
mained approximately the same with 
the Class of '66 as in preceeding 
years. Of the 160 who continued their 
education, 89 are working toward 
further academic degrees, 29 are in 
MAT programs, 15 in law, six in 
social work, and the remainder in 
various specialized professional train-
ing. 
'A Real COup!' 
Last year's graduates sent seven vol-
unteers to the Peace Corps, one to 
VISTA in Alaska, and one to Mexico 
on an AFS project. Thirty-seven 
teachers numbered among their ranks, 
of whom 13 were involved with 
schools abroad, including one girl 
with the program at Chung Chi Col-
lege in Hong Kong. 
Six members of that class r.eceived 
special distinction in having passed 
the government's Management Intern 
exam, and are now employed in such 
government departments as Army, 
Labor, Education, and Commerce. 
Adds Mrs. Bishop, "And that is a 
real coup!" 
"Three Veterans" 1938-45 
The compleat bookstore 
(and much more) 
That's the new Brentano's at 91 Plaza. 
Prudential Center. 1n Boston. 
We're the bookstore with tens of 
thousands of volumes- hardcover and 
paperbound-to meet your every 
need for collateral reading . reference. 
and entertainment. 
And we're more. too. Brentano's is also 
a cultural center. with a gallery of original 
art.. .scufpture masterpieces and museum 
Jewelry in replica .. prints and posters ... 
decorative folk art from around the world ... 
records ... d1stinct1ve stat1onery ... games 
that give your brain a workout. 
Visit this newest Boston landmark. 
It will pay off with pleasant surprises. 
:S::Ea,::EJJ!llj a I •A ..... <>'& 
booksellers to the world 
91 Plaza, Prudential Center, i:loston 
Open Wednesday and Friday until 9; 
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and SE turday until 6. 
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Commentary on Self-made Man 
by Dorothy Glancy '67 
"I think; therefore Descartes is." 
The words spriawl over the page, 
emitted by a little angular droodle 
of a figure. This is Saul Steinberg's 
answer to the ever-popular identity 
crisis: I think, therefore not only I 
iain, but everybhing else is. 
Recently named as the first artist-
in,residence at the Smithsonian In-
stitute, Steinberg's best-known art 
is the unpretentious cartoon. 
Don Quixotes 
A generation of Steinberg~tyled 
Don Quixotes, leafing through tne 
New Yorker seems to enjoy chuckl-
ing over Steinberg's vision of them 
as self-made men: the sharp-'llOSed 
face and hand drawing in the rest of 
the figure's outline. Certainly Stein-
berg has proved himself to be a wry 
and witty commentator and an extra-
ordinary draughtsma'l. The Smith-
sonian may be justly praised for its 
boldness in appointing a cartoonist as 
its first artist-in-residence. Yet, one 
wonders at the "deep philosophioal 
concern" frequently attributed to 
Steinberg, as in the January 1, 1967 
issue of Vogue. 
Profound? 
Something in us immediately as-
sents to his depiction af a cocktail 
party with all of the chairs occupied 
by spirals, squares, squiggles and the 
like. Well drawn? Yes. Clever? 
Quite. It is amusing to think of life 
as a masquerade, to believe !tat we 
can put on or take off almost any 
mask we please, as Steinberg advo-
cates. Such a view is however hardly 
profound. Indeed this very insist-
ance on only surface is at semantic 
odds with the epithet "profound." 
Beyond semantics, if Steinberg's 
view is accepted ia.s a true picture (jf 
the way life is, then something pretty 
big and important is lacking. If au 
there is is man-made surfaces, then 
there is nothing at all underneath. 
Self becomes only whatever mask ooe 
happens to be wearing at a given 
time. Strip aw.ay the masques et 
voHa . . . · Rien ! That is part of 
the bite in Steinberg's wit, one reason 
why his cartoons may make us nen--
ous even as we laugh. 
Yet it is also part CJf. the reason 
why it is difficult to ronsider Stein- tity crisis is resolved in a realization 
berg's art as major or of lasting im- of Jove that is ,-ea! and lasting. Stein- Theater j 19. The largest and most valuable 
portance. It tells us so little that is berg is content with merely parading Hamlet continues at the Charles collection of Dutch 17th century paint-
positive and helpful. Steinberg seems the masks before us, presenting the Playhouse through Sun., Jan. 22. The ing ever exhibited in America opens 
to say: Enjoy your identity crisis! problem without even indicating the New England premiere of Bertolt at the Museum on Sun., Jan. 22. 
Play it as a game of charades! Be direction of a solution. Brecht's masterpiece Mother Cour- 1 Titled "The Age of Rembrandt," it 
a happy schizophrenic! Yet {or indi- Limited Vision age will take place Thurs., Jan. 26. will continue through March 5. 
viduals searching for a stable basis This is not to condemn Steinberg's - Ballet Music 
for life, a central indubitable core, work. Hather it is to see Steinberg's The 1967 season of fue Boston Sal- The second annual Boston Globe 
such a statement is unhelpful, wi- vision as in fact limited, his art as let will open Fri. evening, Jan. '1:l at Jazz Festival will be held Jan. 20 
productive of anything but fru&'tra- of but minor importance, delightful !he Sac~ Bay Theatre in Boston. For and 21 at 8 p.m. at War Memorial 
lion. but not soul-stirring. Steinberg's very mformat1on call CO 7-7300 or CO 6- Auditorium i:n Boston. Friday 's per-
Be a Happy Schizophrenic I choice of the cartoon medium would 3373. Mail orders not accepted after formance will include Thelonious 
Shakespeare was also a great ques- 1
1 
indicate his awareness of his limited 1 Jan. 20. . . Monk, Clark Terry, the Modern Jazz 
tioner of reality and illusion. Indeed, vision. Mass-produced, modestly oc- ·1:he Spmgold Theatre at ~ra~eis Quartet. Saturday night such greats 
King Lear may be seen as going casional in nature and placement, University presents the Alwm Nike>- at Erroll Garner, Sarah Vaughan, and 
through an exquisitely excruciating Steinberg's cartoon art may be seen lais Dance Company Jan. 21 and 22. the Newport All Stal'S will be heard. 
identity orisis. Yet Shakespeare's art as small barbs of wit, or even as Tickets are $3.00. Tickets are $5.50, $4.50, and $3.50. 
is major and lastmg because he also lampoons, amusing, provocative, but Movies Sat. afternoon at 2 there will be a 
pomts to answers. King Lear's iden- hMdly profound. The Humphrey Bogart festival con- special "Jazz for Youth" matinee 
tmues at the Brattle. Jan. 20 and 21 witlh unreserved seats fur $1.50 each. 
Mystery Charter . .. the feature will be Casablanca. Jan. 2, 3, and 4. The Big Sleep will be 
shown at 5:30, 7:30, and 9:30. The 
Continued from page seven Furthermore, in many instances Oklahoma Kid will be shown Jan. 25, 
"in order to encourage participation there is no 'black and white' to the while the feature Jan. 26-28 will be 
in corporate religious worship." rules--only a smudgy grey, the areas Beat the Devil. 
The bylaws also outline the duties in which the administration retains Art 
of the trustees and faculty of the the right to interpret and regulate, as At the Museum of Fine Arts the 
college, and provide for the creation pointed out in the Faculty-Student exhibition of "Emile Nolde: Unpaint-
of such governing bodies as Acade- 1 Agreement of 1918, found on page ed Pictures" continues through Feb. 
mic Council. seven of the Grey Book. ----·----·-----
Bones to Gnaw IL is perhaps in this haze that the regulations. SEC and the Curriculum 
These bare bones are embroidered student looking for an answer to a Committee .are working toget~er, 
upon in what must be best termed juristdicial "why?" can lose the way, and there exist student :epresentallves 
a legislative trilogy, of which the I and if she is unable to blame it on I to other f~culty. co~m~tt~es, notable 
Grey Book is the most familiar part. the Charter, will decide that some- those dealing with d1sc1pline. z . 
The first two books of the set are one has been perfectly arbitrary in Students are expected to take their 
Le11islation and Information Concern- deciding an issue. ~ri.evances to the proix:r ~uthority, be 
in11 Academic Council, Administra· Tea and Sympathy ll instructor, dean or d1ellan. The fact 
tion, Departments of Instruction, and While it is evident that personalities th~t they ofte? do not, but pr~fer to 
Faculty (yellow). and Legislation can and will enter into decision- gripe to their roomm~tes, JS the 
Concemi111: lllstruction (blue). The making, the Administration hastens source of the sort of m1sunderstand-
former is a detailed enumeration of to point out that rarely does the final ing which blames, for example, the 
the duties of the administrators and say in a matter except one of the hour of breakfast on the Charter or 
professors; the second contains such most personal n~ture, rest with one Mr. Durant's will. 
familiar information as the require· person alone. Whether it is studied 
ments for the degree and college by the Administrative Board, or 
policy concerning academic dishon- hashed out at a dean's lunch or 
esty. during an official's coffee break, 
Not HJdden, Not Written most issues come under joint consid· 
The Grey Book and College Cata· eration, and such overlapping au-
logue repeat much of the informa· thority usually allows for a certain 
tion found in these documents. In amount of give and take in a dis-
that most of it directly affects the cussion. 
students, none of it is "secret." Stu- Most importantly, Wellesley stu· 
dents speculating on the existence of dent have a very definite and power-
derivation of a rule have the in- ful voice in shaping legislation. Stu-
formation readily available to them. dent government at Wellesley dates 
Bridge-building 
The Administration recognizes that 
a gap in communication exists be-
tween the faculty and students, due 
to just such misunderstandings, and 
as President Ruth M. Adams points 
out, they are eager to bridge it. 
But in conclusion she adds that 
students should not always expect 
automatic, immediate yesscs-no 
more, presumably, than abrupt, un-
qualified noes. 
A sale of original prints wtU be 
held in the art library, Jewett, OD 
Wed. Jan. 25 from 9-4 p.m. The 
sale will be conducted by David 
Tunick, a recent graduate in art 
history or WiDlams College, and 
will include works ranging In price I 
from under $10 to more than $150. 
"There is a real representational 
range in tbis exhibit, including Op 
and Pop, but the emphasis re-
mains humaalstic," writes Mrs. 
John B. Rogers, museum secre· 
tary. A donation will be sent to 
J the Committee for the Rescue ol 
I 
Italian Art or 10% ol the total 
sales. 
Seminars ... 
Continued from page seven 
over our society." Its organization is 
.. based on the desire to bring informa· 
lion to the student body.'' Its origins 
go back to last summer's national 
S.D.S. conference which discussed 
programs for student-led education 
and suitable topics, relevant to her 
seminar and other S.D.S. areas of in-
terest. She sees the "New Left" as a 
good introductory program for later, 
more specific issues. 
Passport Photoe plus Phetoa For 
Applications. l..icc:mes, etc. 
However, it is evident that not back lo 1901; since 1918 all students N ilssen to Present all the regulations affecting us are have been members of the College 
outlined in black and white in any Government Association. 
... And they aIJ lived happily ever 
after. 
CUscom Photo Frames 
IUIERTS 
13 Central Street 
Marrian e Lecture of these sources, just as they are not Go on, Say it 
~ stashed away in some hidden clause Students can and do out-vote the "Study year abroad in Sweden 
"'The Playboy Philosophy" titles the in the charter. faculty at Senate meetings, and may 
lecture to be presented by Jerome Homegrown change and amend Grey Book rules; 
Nils,cn on Tues., Jan. 24, at 7: 30 Some of them may be purely fie- as is witnessed by our new social 
p.m. in Pendleton. ticious, grown on the college grape-
Mr. Nilssen, a member of the vine·, other are of the unwritten Jr---------------ELMS HOUSE Board of Paris Education of the variety, and, more often than not, 637 Washington St. 
young men C dates) one night $5.00 
two nights $8.00 plus tax 
France, or Spain. College prep., 
junior year abroad and graduate 
programmes. &l.500 guarantees: 
round trip flight lo Stoc.kholm, 
Paris or Madrid, dormitories or 
apartment, two meals daily, tui-
tion payed. Write: SCANSA, 50 
CommunitJ Playhouse 
Wellesley Hills CEdar 5-0047 
Evenings at 7 :45 
Sunday Continuous Beginning 
at 4:30 
Now! Ends Tues., Jan. 24 
Burt Lancaster & Lee Marvin in 
"THE PROFESSIONALS" CE 5-2274 
!formerly used as a dormitory> 
Lutheran Church in America, will based on such concrete reasons as 
speak at Wellesley in conjunction economic necessity : to wit, part of 
with the Marriage Lecture Series. He the controversy earlier this year over 
comes at the invitation of Roger Friday two-o'clocks was based on the 
Johns~n, assistant professor. of Bi~li· 1 College's alleged inability to pay 
cal history, and Jenny Wilder 67, nightwatchmen for the extra hour. 
who having read his article on "The y;;;-;;;-;;...m••;;;-.--.._...;;_;;;..;;;;;; __ _. 
I 
Rue Prosper Legoute; 
~==========~==~! Paris, France." 
Antony-
Saturday afternoon, Jan. 21 at 2 
Danny Kaye in 
Playboy Philosophy" in the maga-
zine Dialo1:ues. found it an amusing 
and informative lecture topic. 
Want to spend 
SPRING VACATION IN 
BERMUDA? 
Info: Liz Freeman 
Freeman 235-9540 
Mark Stevens 
FAMOUS NAME SHOES 
Feminine Footwear - Fashions 
Attractively Low Priced 
564a Washington Street 
Welles ley Sq. CE 5-3603 
Across from the 
South Shore National Bank 






'40 CENTRAL STREET 
23'7-9200 
mMwmawww 
Jimmy - Jax 
RE5rAURANT 
79 Central St. 
Wellesley, Mass. 
Tel. 235-9875 
deliveries .75 cents 
SALE 
Villager and Ladybug 
Skirts, sweaters; slacks, etc. 
37 Central St. Wellesley Mass. 
Hill and Dale, Ltd 
235-3696 
GET DISCOUNT CAW 
on Patent Medicines • Vit;unins -
Cosmetics - Toiletries· Etc. at 
CARROLL'S (Sal-Mac, Inc.) 
S72 Washington Street 
Call CE S-2489 for Free Delivery 
Hours Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Charge Accounts & Free Check CaJhini; 
Esrom port salut 
Cheese 
regular $1.19 per pound 
special thJs week, $.89 P#ft pound 
WELLESLEY 
GOURMET 
.27 Grove Street 
237-1450 
Open Mon.-Fri. ti! 9:00 P.M. 
~K::>OK::>OO<::>-O~K::>OK::>O~O<::>-OK::>OK::>O~O-Q 
Q DRAMA STUDENTS:- Spend the summer with a profes- A sional resident company in Wilmington, Vermont. Apprentices ~ 
Q 
will rotate crews and have an opportunity to try out for small Q 
parts. Must be at least 18 years. No tuition charge, pay only 
$25 weekly for room and board. June 18 to September 2, A 1967. Send pictures and resumes to: Q 
~ Miss Kathryn Cobb, Co-Producer, A 
~ THE MIRROR PLAYERS, INC., ~ 
7\ 4 Arlington Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02140. Q 
y~K::>OK::>-0~3<=>0~0<=>CK::>O~K::>O~!>c::=:>; 
::;-;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ 
- TOWNE TAXI -
237-1323 
Serving WeUesley 
Logan Airport - MTA 
Rt. 128 - RR StaUon 
Th~ J>l"rfoct fomil> film 
Walt Disney's 
"FOLLOW ME BOYS" 
"THE MAN FROM 
DINER'S CLUB" & Cartoons 
7 Days Beginning Wed., Jan. 25 
"THE RUSSIANS ARE COMING 
THE RUSSIANS ARE COMJNG" 
Coming! Feb. l & 2 - 2 Shows daily 
"ROMEO AND JULIET" 
"PENELOPE" 




WELLESLEY. W."hinl!tnn ~tn•·I - WF.L-
LESLIO:Y HILLS - Wl~STO'\ 110\D -
\\'El.LESLEY J.,OWEI\ FALLS - \llLLIS -
DOVEi\ • fllANKLI~ ( E:l\t ) - SllAHOl\ 
South Shore National Bank. 
Member F.I.D.C. 
